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"There’s a certain genetic type of person that I think enjoys it." Robert Caret

On being a university president

WEATHER
SUNNY

By Andrew Toy

High: 70
Low: 45

Growing up in a small town of
15,000 people in Southern
Maine, Robert Caret used to be
one of those boys who if someone
started a club, he wanted to
immediately become the president.
Caret said he likes taking on
the role and responsibilities of
being a president.
"There’s a certain genetic type
of person that I think enjoys it,"
Caret said.
He is now far west from
Maine in a large city in California where he has been President
Robert Caret of San Jose State
University since 1995, managing
a campus with an enrollment of
about 28,000 students.
Instead of driving into town
through the great outdoors with
moose and beavers in the backdrop, he is on the freeway with
other Silicon Valley commuters
at 7:15 a.m. hoping to get to the
SJSU campus to start his Monday morning.
Caret said he tries to arrive
before 8 a.m. to get a head start
and prepare for the day ahead.
"Mondays are usually the
busiest," said Lori Lange, the
presidential aide. "He says Mondays he has the most energy
because it’s the first day of the
week."
Using his Palm, a personal
electronic organizer, as his guide,
Caret’s Monday began at 8:30
a.m, this week with a morning
interview in his office with a
candidate applying for the dean
of education position.
The next item on the agenda
was a 9 a.m. meeting with Janet
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vice president of Administration and Finance; and Marshall Goodman, provost and vice president of Academic Affairs.

Redding, vice president for university advancement, and Marshall Goodman, provost and vice
president for academic affairs, to
go over fund-raising for the university.
Like an assembly line, as soon

ty library, Caroline Punches, the
director of development library,
Marianne Briscoe, the consultant
to the library campaign, and Don
Kassing, the vice president for
Administration and Finance
arrived for their 9:30 a.m, meet-

Panel calms growing
anthrax misconceptions
By Fernando F. Croce

With a new cast of players such
as Phil Calvert (32), the San lose
State men’s basketball team has
the challenge of building a new
foundation for its offense.

Robert Caret begins his early meetings with, from front to
back, Chuck Bell, Intercollegiate Athletics director; Don Kassing,

Concerns about the spread
of anthrax have added considerably to the already hefty
amount of stress that students feel at the end of the
semester, according to Wiggsy
Sivertsen.
"Students already have to
deal with papers and presentations at this time," she said.
"The anthrax scare adds to
the anxiety because we’re not
accustomed to not knowing
the exact facts. We’re a
sponge right now, eager to
take in all these fears."
Sivertsen, director of counseling services at San Jose
State University, was one of
the four panel members who
spoke at an anthrax-themed
presentation at noon Tuesday.
The event, held at the Morris Dailey Auditorium, included a brief talk from the quartet on various aspects of
anthrax followed by a question-and-answer session with
members of the audience.
William Murray, an associate professor in the biology
department, started the presentation with slides of newspaper headlines, microorganism pictures and photos of the
victims of the disease.
Murray said he wanted to
make students aware of the
misconceptions
about
anthrax, such as the notion
that the disease can be con-

tracted by mere contact with
somebody carrying the bacteria.
"The disease is controllable," he said. "Most of the
time, it is also curable. Only
in a relatively small fraction
of the cases do the bacteria
grow uncontrollably, and even
then it is through inhaling."
Murray said he thought
the use of the anthrax bacteria has been "amateurish" as
biological warfare and that
other organisms would have
been more of a threat to public safety.
"The idea that the public is
paralyzed with fear is preposterous," he said. "There are
vaccines and antibiotics for
anthrax. ... Other organisms
like smallpox would be much
more of a reason for concern if
they were employed as
weapons of mass destruction."
Sivertsen took the mike
next, focusing on the personal
impact the threat of anthrax
detection may have on some
students.
She listed some of the
symptoms that concerned students may experience with
the current scare, such as
depression,
paranoia,
decreased interaction with
other people and the tendency
to keep from expressing one’s
thoughts.
To diminish their anxiety,
Sivertsen advised students to
See ANTHRAX, Page 4

as the interview concluded and
the president’s office door
opened, Redding and Goodman
stood up in preparation to
assemble into his office.
Minutes later, Patricia
Breivik, the dean of the universi-

ing to go over library fund-raising for the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library project.
Some people who work in the
president’s office see his job as
See

CARET, Page 6

Greeks have fun without alcohol
By Sarah Grace Ruf
DAILY STAFF WRITER

The fourth annual "mocktail"
party was hosted by Delta Zeta
sorority Monday night to promote
alcohol awarness, said Jae Lofranco, the sorority’s public relations
chair
"The main goal is to get all the
houses together and show they can
have fun without the alcohol,"
Lofranco said.
According to Lofranco, all the
Panhellenic and Inter-Fraternal
Council organizations attended
the event at the Delta Zeta house,
and brought their own non-alcoholic drink.
The drink, made by Delta Zeta
and called "turtles in a tub," consisted of green Jell-O and cherry 7up, she said.
Travis Hagberg, the risk management chair for Delta Zeta, said
she received positive feedback
from the other Greek organizations.
"It’s an event everyone looks
forward to. It promotes other houses to do the same thing," Hagberg
said. "The Greek system gets a lot
of negative attention for drinking.
We are trying to show we can get
together without drinking."

"The Greek
system gets a lot
of negative
attention for
drinking."
- Travis Hagberg,
Delta Zeta
Some students said they didn’t
feel the event would have an effect
on the presence of alcohol at parties.
"Whether it’s Greek or not,
there’s still alcohol at college
events," said Delta Zeta member
Gina Roberti, a junior majoring in
recreation.
Cris Hutchinson, a freshman
studying computer engineering,
agreed.
"It will never change ... having
alcohol," said the Sigma Pi member.
Bethany Levinson, an Alpha
Omicron Pi member and a senior
majoring in accounting, said she
didn’t care whether alcohol was at
a party, but it was nice to hang out
with friends and not worry about

people being drunk.
"I got to see people I don’t see
usually" Levinson added.
Other students agreed the best
part of the evening was socializing
with other Greek organizations.
"I get to mingle with fraternities and sororities and meet new
people ... outside the party scene,"
said Delta Gamma member Krysti
La Tour, a junior majoring in photojournalism.
Ally Cannata, a senior sociology major, said she also had a good
time Monday night.
"Everyone can come and be
friendly but still be competitive,"
the Delta Zeta member said.
According to Cannata, Delta
Zeta judged each organization’s
"mocktail" and awarded Theta Chi
fraternity first place for its nonalcoholic beverage, "Red Ox."
Lofranco, Delta Zeta’s public
relations chair, said at least 15
members from each organization
attended the event for a total of
about 150 people.
According to Lofranco, the
event was held on campus the last
two years but was held in the basement of the Delta Zeta house this
year to enforce that it is supported
by the sorority and the Greek system.

Talking trash . .

Stolen key causes dorm to change locks
By Cohn Atagi
DAII Y STAFI WRIIIR

A master key used in Joe West
Hall disappeared last week,
resulting in the changing of locks
and distribution of new keys
throughout this week.
The key was discovered to be
missing last week, hut staff members wanted to try finding the
key before making a security
issue out of it, said Diana Tran,
interim community relations
coordinator.
"We didn’t want to take so long
looking for the key," she said.
"Because the key is missing, we
are considering it as a security
issue."
Tran said she doesn’t think

the key was stolen because the
keys are usually kept under tight
security.
"Only the staff has access to
the keys," she said. "I don’t think
someone stole it. It was probably
just misplaced."
As a precaution, Tran said the
locks and keys for the sixth, seventh and eighth floors of Joe West
Hall will need to be changed.
Maintenance people who work
for the housing department will
be changing the locks, she said.
The process began Monday
morning and should be finished
by Friday, she said.
Heidi Wolcott, the assistant
director of residential life, said
the job would be costly in terms of
labor but couldn’t give an exact

figure.
"It is an inconvenience, but I’d
prefer an inconvenience than a
security issue," she said.
Wolcott said fliers were being
posted on the walla and that the
resident assistants were informing the students on their floors of
the necessary changes.
Tran said the students would
need to go to the front office on
the second floor of Joe West Hall
to obtain their new keys.
They will be required to show
a form of identification and turn
in their old key in exchange for a
new one, she said.
There haven’t been any complaints from students so far, WolSee

KEY. Page 8

Becky Cox participates in neighborhood
dean-up under the Interstate Highway 280
overpass on Seventh Street on Saturday. Cox is

Krysti La Tour I Special to the Dail%
cleaning up as part of a community service effort
put on by the University Neighborhood Coalition
and the South Neighborhood University Program.
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Is the medical world doing enough research on men’s health?

VIEWS
Men need to stop complaining about health Men’s health studies have been neglected
issues; more attention for women necessary long enough; research must be stepped up
t was only 24 years ago that women’s bodies were even recognized in medical research as distinctly different from men’s. Men have been the normal standard for medical research. There is plenty being done
for men’s health and not enough focus on women’s health.
Women’s bodies weren’t used in medical studies for a long time because of the factor that women could
become pregnant during the course of a study. This posed too great of a risk to fetuses. Because of this risk,
according to a February/March issue of Ms. Magazine,"2/3 of drugs used by both women and men were
tested only in men. Even the lab rats were male. It took until 1993 for
the Federal Drug Administration to recommend that all clinical trials
of new medicines look at both women and men."
Women have spent two decades trying to raise awareness for their
bodies. As a response, men want some attention back. It’s called the
HILLARY
men’s movement. Fueled by an increased awareness of gender-sensitive
CARGO
research in health, organizations such as the Men’s Health Network
(menshealthnetwork.org) are asking, "What about me?"
If anyone should be whining about lack of attention, it should be
women, but we’re not. We’re just stating the facts. And the biggest fact
is that if a side needs to be taken on this issue, women, not men, need
I)A11.1 SI \I I NICRI’l ii
more research into health issues.
But the men who have begun this cry have an argument. Their
research was spurred by the statistic of men’s life expectancy: It’s about 10 percent lower than that of
women. This statistic makes sense men have a higher tendency toward aggression, violence and
neglect of their bodies. And women live longer because we’re less likely to do stupid
I mean, life threatening things. Maybe it’s testosterone that causes early death,
but that’s just speculation, just an opinion.
While men should specify their needs with movements of their own, women are
still in need of research. And clearly, the scales are tilted in favor of men’s medicine
already. So if federal funding for research only goes so far, let’s recognize where the
disparity lies in order to balance the scales of
equal health coverage, research and health care.
order to do so, we need to shift the focus from
The argument In
men’s needs to women’s needs through expanding
that men’s health research on women’s health. After years of being
standard model of research, we already know
issues need the
quite a bit about men’s bodies.
According to the World Health Organization,
more attention
of overlooking women’s bodies in research
seems bogus years
has led to women being treated with certain
since women’s medications that haven’t yet been adequately
on women’s bodies.
health has ... tested
The organization states that gender-sensitive
issues still inter- research is inclusive of all things that affect a perhealth and well-being. These include women’s
woven with son’s
men’s roles and responsibilities, their positions
other aspects and
in society, access to and use of resources and social
of inequality. codes for governing female and male behavior.
Since women were added to the health equa_Alan, equality in health coverage for wainea..still.
has not been achieved.
It is important to recognize the fact that women’s (and men’s) health issues aren’t
just targeted toward reproductive issues. Our overall health is a combination of the
emotional, physical, and mental aspects of our lives. If we don’t learn to balance the
masculine and feminine energies within these roles, the result will be a lessened
quality of life and a lessened quality of health.
As well as affecting our health, gender inequalities may also limit women’s access
to services. Since women still earn less than men do for the same jobs, a result is that
women can’t afford the same services in health care as men can. This fact presents
the issue of inequality on a social level. And yet, the argument that men’s health
issues need more attention seems bogus since women’s health has too many issues
still interwoven with other aspects of inequality. Social constructions of society and
economic inequality are only two examples.
A National Health Service report shows that there is still evidence that women
are treated by some doctors as less valuable than men. "This can lead to demeaning attitudes as well as the unequal allocation of clinical resources." A recent study
by a professor at the University of Bristol, England shows that if the gender bias
in medical research is to be eliminated, equity should be attempted through filling the gaps that currently exist in our knowledge of women’s health.
This isn’t a gender debate about the women’s movement versus the men’s
movement. It’s about working together to balance our roles as women and men
and awarding equal health services based on different health issues. But how
are we to know what these issues are if we aren’t conducting gender-sensitive
research? Yes, there are many unanswered questions to the "men’s health
crisis," but at least some people know what the issues are. In women’s
health, we’re still at the virgin stages of compiling that list of questions.
This issue is about fighting for equality in a world which still values men’s
bodies as more important than women’s. We aren’t just sex objects, baby production factories and cheap labor. In order for the medical field to recognize
women’s health outside of our reproductive roles, we need to focus on bridging
the gap of equality through research dedicated to women’s bodies.
Through history, the medical field has seen men’s bodies as the norm. There is still much to find out about
women’s health. Until we can focus on these issues, it is not yet time to focus more on men’s health. We must
instead forge forward with research into women’s health issues in order to compensate for years of neglect.
Hillary Cargo is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
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TALKING HEADS

all my fellow Y chromosomes: It’s time to face the facts; we are a species on the verge of extincTotion. The male population of the world is being overdriven by the fields of indifference and apathy. While the female population across the globe is rising and making its voice heard, it is, at the
same time, driving down the voice of males and squishing us into non-existence.
Ladies, don’t get me wrong. It’s not your fault, and I’m sure you’re not doing it on purpose. The
female population, especially in America, has caught up and passed the male population in terms of
notoriety. The focus on women, in terms of their health and
social status, has overwhelmed the male population. When
was the last time you saw a study that targeted men and
wasn’t gender specific? In other words, when was the last
time any study was done on men’s health that didn’t deal with colon cancer or impotence?
As the issue gets skirted and swept
under the rug of public view, males
across the world are suffering en
masse.
DAIIN SiAFF WRITER
The most puzzling and
shocking aspect is the
ignorance in the study of longevity between men and
women. Despite having most of the social determinants of
health in our favor (especially in countries that are less
developed than ours), men have alarmingly higher mortality rates, as their life expectancy is seven years less than it
is for females.
Now, I could understand a seven-year difference 40 years
ago, when men shouldered most of the workload while women
tended the homestead. You have to account for the fact that the
stress of being the breadwinner
would
have
ow,
now
adversely
affected
a
male’s health and mindlike
what
it
was
set in those days. But
when women
what about now?
On the average across were fighting
the globe, men are more for suffrage
likely to carry and pass on
and equal rights.
sexually transmitted diseases and have a higher con- Only this time
centration of psychosocial
we’re ... looking
disorders, such as alcoholism, drug use, mid-life for the right
crises, depression and to live.
domestic violence. Furthermore, men’s increasing aggression and autosgression remain an unsolved health and societal problem.
And, pity poor us, all of the above are treatable diseases.
While the above issues affect men for the most part,
they also spread and can have horrible social implications
for women and families.
For example, a mid-life crisis forces a husband and
father to leave their home. The absence of the male puts
added pressure on his wife to keep the family
together and maintain order. The loss of a father
leaves the impressionable kids without a malerole model as well as an unstable environment.
So what’s with all the apathy toward men’s
issues?
My female counterparts would argue, that since
the dawn of time until just a few decades ago, men
have gained all of the fame and focus that comes
with being on top of the world’s social hierarchy.
Granted, the focus of medical and sociological studies has just recently turned toward women. But
ladies, is it fair to sacrifice men’s health for sake of
women’s?
Maybe I should digress for a second. Since men
have been the providers and rule makers since the
first male and female, we may have brought all of
our current health and social problems onto ourselves. However, now that women have closed the
gap in just about every social and economic circle, I
feel it’s time for men to take action and have their voices heard on these planes.
Our voices are being ignored. Now, I know what it was like when women were
fighting for suffrage and equal rights.
Only this time, we’re not looking for the right to vote. We’re looking for the right to live.
Unless the problems are addressed, I fear for the future of my species.
Chris Giouannetti is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Illustration by Dawn Bozack

is it possible for men to become extinct if studies aren’t done on their health?

111111100

"No, because nature
always finds a way to overcome certain obstacles. If
men become extinct, then
women aren’t far away."
Jon Moreno
junior
mechanical engineering

"Possibly, since anything can
go extinct like the dinosaurs."

Tina Iran
Junior
graphic design

"Sure. Any little virus or germ
can wipe us out."

Alberto Villacorta
junior
aviation

"No. Men are so conceited
they’ll find a way to save or
clone themselves."

Amber Shields
graduate student
photography

Compiled by Lisa Butt and photos by JaShong King

"No, because looking
through the years we haven’t
become extinct because of
evolution. But religiously
speaking, the world will come
to an end."
Edns Rahim

junior
mechanical engineering

"Absolutely not, because
there’s already extensive
reasearch on their health."

Stephanie Tranchina
senior
graphic design
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Letters
Sports coverage
does not keep up
with all events
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Iread the Spartan Daily almost everyday,
and I would like to comment on the coverage of school sporting events. Yes, articles do
appear
about a sports team after the
game/event has taken place, but what about
before it takes place?
There was a pep rally held Thursday, Nov 1,
for the men’s basketball team and no one knew
about it. The only reason I knew was the fact
that I received an e-mail from someone in the
athletic department, I had a noon class that day
so I walked by the Event Center, where it was
held, and I knew what it was, but people came
to class asking, "What’s that all about?"
There was also a men’s basketball game on
Monday that I didn’t know about until last
minute. I am sure I am not the only one.
There was a men’s soccer game Friday and
one on Sunday, and I don’t recall seeing any
mention of those games in the paper prior to
them. In fact there wasn’t even an article in
Monday’s paper following the games.
I am interested in going to the not so "popular" sports, like ice hockey and rugby, and it
would be easier for me (and others) if these
events were published in the paper. Perhaps
people might start going to events ... wouldn’t
that be something?
My suggestion is to include a calendar of
sporting events on the sports page every day. Is
that too much to ask?

Iagree that the terrorist hijackings of airliners
have influenced an increase in security
among airplanes, but I do not think that people should be worried about another well-organized planned attack on America with airplanes.
First of all, it seems as though the group
responsible for the Sept. 11 attacks was smart
enough to orchestrate such an attack, and so they
would have predicted that America would boost
security on all airplanes as well as in the airports.
With this in mind, they would be smart enough
not to try the same thing twice because America
would be paying extreme attention to the airliners, so that there would never be an incident like
that again.
I assume that if any, now is the best time to fly
because airplanes have more security, which will
eventually decline within a few years, and
because all of the airliners are issuing discounts
on their ticket prices.
For the moment, airplanes would seem to be
the safest type of transportation, but we should
all be on alert for different types of terrorist
attacks such on other types of transportation and
monuments, especially ones that are significant
to Americans.

Julie Wallace
freshman
undeclared

Peter Nguyen
freshman
computer science
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Airliner hijacking
only one of many
potential threats
(In response to Christina Nguyen’s letter to
the editor, "Sense of security on an airliner was
stripped by terrorist attacks," printed Nov. 5)
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School of Art and Design
Student gallenes art exhibitions, 10 m
to 4 p in in genera.s two, three, five, eight.
Black, White, Art Quad and Herbert Sanders
in the Art and Indmtnal Studies buildings
For more information, call John or Nicole at
924-4330
Gay Lesbian Bisexual and
Transgendered Alliance (GLBTA)
Weekly club meeting. 5 pm to 6 45 pm
in the Costanoan room of the Student
Union Community, activities, support and
discussion open to all For more information,
e-mail the alliance at glbta4semail spni edu
Students for Justice
Weekly meeting, 5 pm. in the Pacheco
room of the Student Union. Join us as we
plot world domination and progressive campus campaigns For more information, call
Vanessa at 504-9554
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass, 12:10 pm at the Campus
Monist* Chapel. Bible Trek, 12:30 pm. to
1:30 pm. in the Montalvo room of the Student Union For more information, call Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
sjspirit.org
Daily meditation. 4 p m to 5-30 p.m
Come join us no matter your meditation
form. There is a power and comfort in community meditation Weekly Spiritual Explorers meetings, 6 p.m. to 7 pm at the Campus
Ministry on 10th Street. Want to come out of
the closet spiritually? Come for discussion,
reflection, meditation, singing, ritual, liturgy
and supportive environment to be the spiritual person you are All spiritual traditions
are welcome For more information, call
Chaplain Roger at 275-1346 or visit the Web
site inspint org
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Anthropology and Behavioral Science
Club
Sociology professor Amy Best lectures on
’Reading popular culture through the high
school prom.’ 3 pm in Washington Square
Hall, Room 4 For more information. call
Enka at 507 8535

NOVEMBER 7, 2001

Marketing Association
Get some insight on how to start your
cempany 4 30 p m to 6 p m in the Panties
nom of the Student Union Jon Palmer.
president of Marketmg Edge, will speak All
students are welcome For more information.
call Arlene Discs at 870-2086
Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Come check out the latest in body con.
position testing, 8 a m to 9 30 a m in the
Central Classroom building Students pay
$5 Staff and faculty members pay $10 For
more information, call Sherry at 206 7599

Thursday
Linguistics and Language Development
Student Association
Teaching ESL in the commonly oollege
system a panel discussion,? p ni to 8 30 p
in Sweeney Hall. Room 314 For more information, call Brandon Smith at 654-9585 oremail at raltbrandofcasol mm
Student Life Center
Student leaders, apply for -Leadenthip
Today Creating Community in a Diverse
World, Jan, 16 to 18 at the Asilomar Retreat
Center Deadline to apply is 5 p m . Nov 20
This program is designed to train students
address issues of diversity There IN no cost
to participate Applications are available III
the Mosaic of the Student Union and the
Student Life Center the Old Cafetena
building) or by e-mailing
Jpboydreaemail sista ed For more information.
call Jane Boyd at 924-5961

Student Life Center
Marketing your leadership skulls workshop. 3 30 p m to5 p in in the Career Cen
ter For more information. call 924-5950
Alpha Omicron Pi Women’s Fraternity
Mr Fraternity "We’ve gut brothers in different area codes.’ 8 p ni Nov 8 in the Lorna
Pneta room of the Student Union For more
information, call Shannon Birt at 998-9330
Counseling Services
Relationship recovery support group, 11
a in to noon an the Admmurtration budding,
Rnom 201 For more mformation, call Jennifer
Sharpies at 924-5910 Gay. Lembian, Bisexual,
Transgendered support group meets 330 pm
to 4 30 p.m in the Administration building,
Room 201 For more Information, call Sheerung
Lm at 924-5899 or Tem Thames at 924-5923

Re-Entry and Commuter Help Program
Brown bag- test taking strategies with
Mary Moore of Counseling Services, noon to
1:15 p.m in the Pacheco room of the Student
Union. Meet with other returning atudents
and discuss areas of interest For more information, call Jane Boyd at 924-5950

Anthropology and Behavioral Science
Club
Forensic dentistry and physical anthropology," presented by Leon Poppanastos,
professor of anthropology, 4:30 pm. in Washington Square Hall, Room 4 For more information. call 507-8535.

Spring 2002 in Bath, England
Informational meeting, 930 am to
10 15 a m. in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room
219. For more information, call Harvey
Gotliffe at 924-3246. Informational meeting. 2 30 p.m. to 3:15 p.m. in Hugh Gillis
Hall. Room 114. For more information. call
Chns Fink at 924-4458.

Sparta Guide IS provided free of charge to students. faculty and staff members The deadline for
entries is noon. three woraing days before the
desired publication date Entry forms are cnoilabk
in the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Besse! Hall.
Room 209 Space restrictions may require editing of
submission,- Entries an printed in the order in
which they are received
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U.S. plans to deliver cold -weather gear to northern alliance
BAGRAM, Afghanistan (AP)
Backed by heavy U.S. bombing,
Afghan opposition forces claimed
the capture Tuesday of several
key towns on the road to Mazar-eSharif in their first reported significant advance against Taliban
defenses.
At the Pentagon, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld said an
assessment of the claimed move
against the strategic northern
city would have to wait until the
"dust settled" and there was a
pause in the fighting.
Even if true, it would mean
opposition forces were several
dozen miles away across mountainous terrain from Mazar-eSharif, with winter closing in.
But after seesawing battles
south of Mazar-e-Sharif in recent
weeks, the opposition said
intense strikes by American
planes helped open the way for
Tuesday’s advance. The alliance
had complained earlier that U.S.
bombing was not heavy enough.
U.S. jets also hit Taliban positions on another main front of the
war, north of the capital, Kabul,
dropping more than a dozen
bombs and raising black smoke
over the valley.
Rumsfeld said U.S. military
planners hope that American
help to the opposition alliance
including weapons and ammunition will unite its factions so
"that we will see more success" on
the ground.
The Pentagon has said small
numbers of American special

forces teams are working with
northern alliance forces to train
and equip them, provide them
with additional ammunition and
weaponry, and identify targets for
U.S. strike aircraft.
U.S. forces are playing similar
roles with other opposition
groups in the south and elsewhere, although the closest coordination has been with the northern alliance.
The Pentagon also intends to
start delivering cold-weather
clothing to the northern alliance,
officials say.
President Bush launched
airstrikes against Afghanistan on
Oct. 7 after the ruling Taliban
militia refused to hand over
Osama bin Laden for his alleged
role in the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks against the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon.
In other developments:
Bush pledged "to keep
relentless military pressure" on
bin Laden and the Taliban, saying it is essential to keep terrorists from acquiring nuclear, chemical and biological weapons.
Germany said it would commit 3,900 troops for the U.S. war
on terrorism, opening the way for
the nation’s widest-ranging military engagement since World War
H. Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder
said there are no immediate
plans to deploy ground troops.
Rumsfeld said the United
States extracted Hamid Karzai, a
southern opposition leader, from
Afghanistan over the weekend.

Taliban forces had been chasing
Karzai as he tried to rally support
among ethnic Pashtun tribes for
an alternative to the Taliban.
The Bush
administration
said it will help Pakistan stop
smugglers
from
trucking
weapons across its porous border
with Afghanistan, the U.S.
ambassador to Pakistan said.
The northern alliance, which
launched a three-pronged attack
Sunday toward Mazar-e-Sharif,
seized Ogopruk and two other
towns in a pre-dawn assault, said
Ashraf Nadeem, an opposition
spokesman. The area is 46 miles
south of Mazar-e-Sharif.
"We attacked while the Americans were bombing," Nadeem
said in a satellite telephone interview. "It was not only us who
killed. It was mostly the Americans."
In recent weeks both sides
have taken and lost villages
around Mazar-e-Sharif. Retaking
the city, which the Taliban captured from the opposition in
1998, would likely lead to the collapse of the Islamic militia’s
power in the northern region.
Nadeem claimed 300 Taliban
defenders died and 300 defected
to the opposition during Tuesday’s fighting. Five opposition
fighters were killed and nine
wounded, he said. His account
could not be independently verified, and there was no comment
from the Taliban on the claims.
The towns’ capture allowed
opposition forces to push Tuesday

toward Shol Ghar, and heavy
fighting was reported about 30
miles southeast of Mazar-eSharif, Nadeem said.
Rumsfeld declined to confirm
the claims of an opposition
advance. "There are so many
reports about this village or that
village,’ he said. "I like to let the
dust settle and see where it is at
the end of some period of time
after there has been a pause.’
The United States wants the
Afghan opposition, a loose coalition of fighters dominated by ethnic minority Tajiks and Uzbeks,
to make significant gains ahead
of winter. Fighting traditionally
tapers off then because snow closes roads and hampers the resupply of troops.
At the front line north of
Kabul, U.S. jets targeted Talibanheld territory Tuesday near the
Bagram air base and later the villages of Khan Agha and Barikab,
and black smoke blanketed the
area.
On the ground nearby, shots
rang out on each side of the front.
Opposition fighters say Taliban
fire has lessened in recent days,
but some say the lull is a sign the
Taliban is saving ammunition to
repel a large opposition advance.
Beyond a row of abandoned
buildings, Taliban soldiers in
baggy shirts and pants could be
seen pacing, Kalashnikov rifles
slung over their shoulders.
Zaubet, a 19-year-old opposition fighter, said he had seen the
Taliban bringing in men and sup-

plies in pickup trucks in the past
few days.
In Kabul on Tuesday, Taliban
gunners opened fire at what
appeared to be a small U.S. spy
plane that cruised over the city
at mid-afternoon.

ANTHRAX: Considered a serious threat
continued from Page I
try to get their minds off current events occasionally.
"Turn off all the Afghanistan
stuff, all the anthrax stuff," she
said. "Turn on to an idiot show;
there are plenty of them on TV"
Sivertsen said that although
the anthrax threat has been
overly saturated by some people, she hopes student pranks
concerning the disease will not
take place in the future.
"This is not the time for
somebody to call in phony
threats for laughs," she said.
"It’s not funny. It’s actually dangerous."
Lt. Shannon Maloney, operations commander at the University Police Department, was the
next speaker to address the
effects of the anthrax threat on
the university.
"We provide special training
for mailroom clerks, people at
dorms and other facilities on
campus," he said. "Police officers also are learning how to
handle the slightest possibility
of handling weapons of mass
destruction."
Maloney said every time the
threat of an anthrax delivery is
reported the force is immediately mobilized for maximum
impact.
He said that although some
people have dramatically overreacted, "it is a serious threat,
and all safety procedures are
being employed."
The last speaker was Patricia
Yeung, a physician for the Student Health Center, who voiced

SAN

Later, puffs of black smoke
could be seen in the southern
outskirts of the city. Taliban gunners fired repeated bursts of
anti-aircraft rounds, but it was
unclear whether they hit anything.

STUDENT TRAVEL
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WE GETif. THEY DON’T.
Think every travel
agency understands
what you need?
Guess again. Lucky
for you, we do

Ready?

TRAVEL
I.

267 University Ave., Palo Alto
650.322.11790 cst#1017550-49.4

www. statravel .com

her concerns for the medical
side effects of the concerns with
anthrax.
"One of the problems of people now handling mail with
latex gloves is that latex is a
substance some people can easily become allergic to," she said.
"One suggestion would be to use
cotton gloves under the latex, so
that the material is not directly
in contact with the skin."
Yeung said she is also concerned with the way some people are stocking and using
antibiotics to feel safer, which
may cause side effects as alarming as the disease they are trying to prevent.
Yeung ended the presentation by passing out informational pamphlets about anthrax and
taking questions from the audience.
About 15 people attended the
presentation, including students and professors.
Sherilyn David, a sophomore
in business management, said
she attended the event to see
what information she could
gather about anthrax.
"An epidemic may be going
around," she said. "We might as
well get the truth instead of the
rumors."
Geoff Crockwell, a senior
political science major, said the
subject was of particular interest to him.
"I want to get all the information I can on anthrax," he said.
"I have been trying to see if it
can relate somehow to my
major,because the whole scare
touches ground in a lot of fields."
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The College Pre Paid Phone Card:

Considering
Graduate
School?

the really cool
thing about it isthere is no card. Its virtual. You get it online with
a flat per-minute rate* and no hidden fees. And its rechargeable
so you’ll never need another phone card- - ever.
Ordering is easy and its instant. Just go to att.com/college/easy
and choose your card denomination Submit the form to get your
PIN and you’re off and dialing.
The College PrePaid Phone Card. Get it online.
Keep it in your brain. How easy is that?

Get some advice from the experts!
Go to our website now.
Kaplan, the leader in GRE preparation, is pleased to
present a tree informational seminar on the Graduate
School admissions process and tips on taking the GK.

Thursday, November 8
5 pm - 6:30 pm
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Stanford
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Two SJSU students discover watery route to better fitness
Karen Kerstan
DAILY STAFF WRITI-Ilt
While gliding smoothly across
the Monterey Bay among otters
and sea lions in a kayak built for
two, Cheri Gorman, a senior
majoring in psychology at San
Jose State University, had to be
reminded that fitness was the
objective for the day.
Gorman and Tira Khan, a
behavioral science major, were
the only two SJSU students who
signed up for the $50 kayaking
trip hosted by the Associated
Students Campus Recreation
adventures program.
At 10 a.m. on a Saturday morning, Alex Hofsteen, lead tour guide
for Monterey Bay Kayaks, brought
the students to the shore and gave
a 20-minute orientation on safety
and stroke methods for kayaking.
The Bay was calm and mild,
resembling a large lake. The
warm air was filled with the
barks and calls of sea lions.
A rigorous workout under
such favorable conditions was a
challenge, Hofsteen said.
"Usually there are waves out
here which makes it more work
to maneuver the boat," he said.
Khan said when she found out
kayaking could be part of a regular fitness routine, it only added
to her enthusiasm.
"It’s really an added perk to
kayaking," she said.
After Hofsteen set the boats
afloat, he demonstrated how different stroke methods affect different muscles in the body.
Paddling works the upper body
the chest, abdominals, shoulders
and pectoral muscles all play important roles, he said.
Beginners who don’t use the
correct form find that their arms
and wrists hurt the day after a
trip, he said.
Hofsteen said people tend to
paddle out at a 90-degree...angle,
right alongside the boat, but he
recommends paddling at a 45 degree angle, with the paddle
aimed farther out in the water.
"You tend to stay drier since it
reduces the splash, and you work
more of your arms," he said.
Gorman and Khan worked on
a synchronized stroke while Hofsteen paddled alongside, guiding
them through a watery obstacle
course of buoys and boats.
It was the first kayaking experience for both students. Gorman
said she exercises regularly and
is always looking for new fitness
routines.
"I take yoga and cross-training
classes at San Jose State," she
said. "When I’m not doing that,
I’m hiking in the Saratoga hills or
working on my feet as a waitress."
Khan was just the opposite. She
said she rarely finds time between

IF YOU GO...

ADVENTURES BY THE SEA

MONTEREY BAY KAYAKS

WHAT: Kayak rentals and
tours leaving from Cannery
Row and Stillwater Cove.

Buy any e Inch sandwich and a medium drink.
gle a second 6 inch sandwich of equal or leSSe,
walue too 49t

www.adventuresbythesea.com
MORE INFO: 831-372-1807

Try our party platters!!!
Right across from campus
e an o I 1,9

WHAT: Kayak rentals and
tours of the Monterey Bay and
Elkhorn Slough.
ON THE WEB:

BUY 1 GET 1

for 49$

ON THE WEB:

www.montereybaykayaks.com

MORE INFO:

1-800-649-5357
Closed deck boats have a seal
that encloses the lower half of
the kayaker in the boat. In case
of tipping over, the seal can be
separated from the kayaker
through an escape move taught
in class.
Gorman said she plans on
kayaking as often as possible.
"I really enjoyed myself," she
said. "I can’t wait to go again."

Wednesday, November 7, 7:15 PM
University of the Spirit
presents:

Rain Forest Wisdom
UCSC retired professor Dr. Schlagel will speak of his time with a
Philippine rain forest tribe. Doing anthropological work he found a
group of people whose tolerant,noncompetitive and gentle way of
life would transform his own values and beliefs profoundly. The
Teduray people were lated wiped out and so Dr. Schlagel is the only
one telling their stories.
Tip’ Chapel next to Robert’s Books
sjspirit.org or 275-1346

DEADLINE SOON

There’s Still Room For A Few Students Who Want
SJSU
student
Tira
Khan
balances herself
as she practices entering
and exiting a
kayak.
workout, and
boats
some
can offer both
at
once,
Phate’s hi. Kristapher Gainer Dal& Staff according to
linfsteen
Cherie Gorman, left, and Tira Khan paddle their
A
kayak
kayak in Monterey Bay. The Oct.-27,trlp was organ- manufactured
ized by Associated Student’s Campus Recreation by Hobie, Hof!teen ,aut id
adventures program.
comes
equipped
work and school to exercise.
"When I do work out, it’s very with fins at the base of the boat
that uses foot pedals to help prosporadic," she said.
Both said they would like to pel the craft. The pedals can be
take up kayaking as a regular used intermittently with a paddle. Using muscles in the lower
activity in the future.
Hofstee said the initial cost of and upper body.
After a kayaking trip, Hofsa kayak may deter some people,
but once the equipment is pur- teen said it is important to eat
and drink lots of water.
chased, he said, it’s free for life.
Khan said she understood why.
"A plastic closed-deck boat is
"When I got home, I was so
good for beginners," he said.
"They are about $1,200 new or thirsty and starving. I also slept
on the ride home," she said.
you can buy a used one for less."
Hofsteen said safety is anothHe strongly recommends that
all beginners take a safety class er important aspect of kayaking.
"Classes that teach beginners
before heading out to sea.
Bicycling is a good accompani- escape methods from a closed
ment to kayaking because it deck boat are essential for every
works the legs for a total-body beginning kayaker," he said.

A Once-In -A-Lifetime Experience
Spend Spring Semester 2002 at San Jose State’s

SEMESTER IN BATH, ENGLAND
Informational Meetings on
Wednesday, November 7th
9:30-10:15 AM Dwight Bentel Hall 213
2:30-3:15 PM in Hugh Gillis Hall 114
For further info, call Professor Bill Briggs at 924-3286
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From left to right, Janet Redding waits to meet with Robert Caret, San Jose State University president, while Susan Meyers finishes an employment interview with him.

Long meetings, quick
meals fill president’s day

CARET:

continued from Page I

Above, Caret finds a
quick moment to eat
lunch, while Fitz Hill, far
left, head coach of the
Spartan Football team,
addresses the Academic
Senate Executive
Committee members.
Right, Caret walks
along Paseo de Cesar
Chavez en route to his
office after a mid -day
meeting.

very hard and time consuming with lots or
responsibilities.
"His job is hectic and really busy," said Nicole
Littlefield, an administrative assistant in the
president’s office. "He goes from meeting to meeting, and he has to keep organized, or else he’ll get
behind schedule."
Caret makes really good use of his time, Lange
said.
"When he’s here, something is consistently
going on all the time," Lange said. "There is never
a dull moment."
The library fund-raising meeting ended
promptly for the president’s next appointment at
10 a.m. with his presidential staff, which includes
his four vice presidents, the intercollegiate athletics director, the assistant to the president for
campus climate, the executive assistant to the
president and his presidential aide.
The staff meeting gave the president his first
chance to get out of his office
because it was downstairs in
Tower Hall, Room 110. The conference allowed the president
and his staff to go over current
and upcoming issues.
"He’s a very good delegator,"
Lange said. "He knows how to
get stuff off his desk and give it
to the right person or a VP who
should be handling it rather
than take on more responsibility."
Caret said he has a good, selfmotivated administrative team.
"I don’t micromanage any of
my vice presidents, but what I do
do is, if they don’t come to me
with something that I’ve asked
for, I will constantly, eventually
get back to them," Caret said.
"Because I don’t forget much."
Lange described Caret as an
outgoing, "people-oriented" person. She added that the president is very casual in the office
and is someone who likes a good joke.
"He is a fun person to work with," Lange said.
"He will stop and say hello and have a conversation with people in the office."
Lange said the president sometimes has so
much work to do that he rarely gets a chance to
go out to have lunch. There are days where he
snacks on things or eats while he works.
However, there are days, like Monday, where
he has a lunch meeting at noon with the Academic Senate Executive Committee.
According to Caret, the committee meets to
discuss various issues such as academic and
graduation requirements. This meeting included
head football coach Fitz Hill in discussing athletics and academics.
They met in the alumni room of the hospitality management first class dining commons.
Caret said he usually doesn’t eat there because
people would sometimes approach him to talk

about issues. This would lead to a long lunch and
would delay his schedule. However, when time
permits, he does occasionally go in to get a cup of
coffee or a bowl of soup to see how things are
going with the campus community, he said.
After the committee meeting, the president
had time to himself for 30 minutes until his 2:15
p.m. appointment with Senator John Vasconcellos, John Friedenberg from the Jewish Federation
of Greater San Jose and some members of the
president’s staff.
Lange said Caret is good at keeping organized
throughout the day with the different issues that
each meeting entails.
She helps him keep up to date with any
changes to his schedule by updating his handheld
electronic organizer with the latest details. The
device is very useful to Caret, and it is his righthand man, she said.
The president’s last meeting was at 4 p.m. at
the Chamber of Commerce on South Second
Street, with committee members in charge of the
Silicon Valley Football Classic to
plan for the upcoming event.
Caret said the time his day
ends varies from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
In the evenings, he spends time
catching up on e-mails, which
number from 60 to 100 per day,
he said.
During a usual workweek,
other days may be full of meetings like Monday, but the president said he tries to leave Friday’s schedule open to catch up
on any issues or appointments
that he was not able to attend to
earlier in the week. He also said
after a day full of meetings, he
usually spends the following day
catching up on phone calls and
answering messages.
Caret said his weekends are
also sometimes occupied with
events relating to the university,
such as football games or conferences.
Being president is a job that
takes up 70 to 80 hours a week, Caret said,
adding that it usually consists of a lot of problem
solving.
With a full schedule, Caret said he does try to
find time for his family.
"It’s always a challenge," he said. "My wife and
I, we try to take time and escape for a weekend
once in a while."
He said people often don’t realize the other
side of the job of administrators. He confirms that
there is a fun side of doing a lot of things, meeting people and enjoying it.
However, there is a trade off. There is the other
side of the job where his personal time gets less
and less, he said.
Nevertheless, Caret said he enjoys being president because he is, in his own words, a workaholic.
"People like me, who get to these jobs, we like
doing things. We like being involved with larger
projects," he said.

Caret

Photos by Omar Ornelas / Daily Staff
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Young guns
With half of his team
made up of new players,
head coach Barnes
expects a rocky start
By Marcus R. Fuller
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Head coach Steve Barnes would let it
slide this time.
He was naturally concerned that the
Spartan men’s basketball team committed 29 turnovers in its opening victory, an
exhibition game against Global Sports,
but with five players returning from last
year’s 14-14 squad, newcomers make up
more than half of the team this season
meaning a whole lot of wide eyes, butterflies and turnovers in the beginning.
"We’re a little loose out there, but it’s
the first Division I college game for a
few guys and it’s going to show," said
Barnes, who is entering his third season as the Spartans’ head coach.
Junior Phil Calvert was one of those
players anxious to make his Spartan
debut Monday night at the Event Center. His action-packed 19 minutes on
the floor included highlights and lowlights, ranging from a soaring, twohanded, baseline slam dunk to an
errant pass to the opposition that
almost had him on the receiving end of
an in-your-face slam.
"I was really excited to play. The tempo
is different. It’s much faster, but if I had a
breakaway fast break I would have definitely tried to do a 360." said Calvert, who
sports a 38-inch vertical leap.
Calvert, who led SJSU with 14 points in
a 69-47 opening victory, said he expects to
play point guard, shooting guard and small
forward for the Spartans this season.
"It’s been a little hard because I’ve
got to learn the 1, 2 and 3 positions,"
Calvert said. "But that just shows that
we’ve got a lot of depth."
Barnes said that despite the excess
of turnovers in their opening game,
Spartan guards Bim Okunrinboye,
Scott Sonnenberg and Ryan Davis
showed glimpses of success.
"In the first halt I think our point
guards had only one or two turnovers," he
said. "It wasn’t until the end that we started giving the ball up a lot, because we hadn’t worked on breaking the full court
press. I didn’t want to practice it yet, so I
could show them what not to do on film."

average of 5.6 points per game was fifth
best on the team last season, behind
departed starters Cory Powell (13.6),
Darnell Williams (12.5), Mike Garrett
(12.2) and Billy Landram (9.0).
Thurmond knows that one player
cannot replace 73 percent of SJSU’s
offense, but he said he welcomes the
opportunity to give the team a go-to
presence in the paint.
"The high-low offense will put me in
situations to score more," said the 6foot-8-inch senior. "In junior college,
there was pressure for me to score, and
I averaged 20 points, so it’s not an
unfamiliar role for me."
Players and coaches all agreed that
senior David Granucci’s main strength
had been his versatility.
But during the off-season, along with
working on ball-handling skills, he put
an emphasis on lifting weights.
By adding 20 pounds of muscle,
Granucci said he comes closer to holding his own against the bruising 265pound Thurmond in practice.
"There’s no guy as big as him in the
WAC," said Granucci, the San Anselmo., Calif. native who grabbed 12
rebounds on Monday. Granucci said he
would focus on helping the team in
other aspects because of the newcomers’ scoring potential.
"We can more than make for the loss
of Corey, Billy, Mike and Darnell,
because we have a lot of new guys that
can shoot the lights out," he said.
In its opening win against Global
Sports, SJSU drained 11 of 22 threepoint field goals.
Shooting guard Moises Alvarez, who
was one of the leading three-point
shooters in the community college
ranks when he played for Mt. San Jacinto College a few years ago, scored
nine of his 11 points from long range.
Both Calvert and junior Gary Black,
who comes from Indian Hills College in
Kansas, registered two three-point
shots in Monday’s game. Seven different players hit shots from beyond the
arc.
Help coming

soon

The Spartans’ frontcourt could go
from undersized to oversized with the
addition of Garvin Davis, a transfer
from Cleorgia Perimeter Collbgib."
Davis is the program’s first 7-footer
since German-born Maik Mertens
played center for SJSU during the
1998-99 season.
Barnes hasn’t put an exact date on
the big man’s debut the coach
is
waiting for Davis to make a full recovery from a knee injury.

Ben Liebenberg /Daily Staff
Dim Okunrinboye, a San Jose State University guard, drives to the basket against a Global
Event Center. The Spartans beat the Global Sports team 69-47.
"We could get him back in two
months, right around the time conference starts," he said. "He’s had three
major surgeries in the last year, but
we’re counting on him being there and
practicing with the team."
While Davis could give the Spartans
an imposing presence in the paint,
Brandon Hawkins, an Iowa State University transfer, can surely provide a
formidable scoring threat...,0n. the
perimeter.
The 6-fopt-3-inch junior from Lids
Angles !flirted in seven lathed last
season in the Cyclones’ backcourt
alongside current Indiana Pacers’
guard Jamaal Tinsley.
Barnes said that Hawkins’ wealth of
experience, in the 2000 National Collegiate Athletics Association Tournament
against UCLA in the Sweet 16 and
eventual national champion Michigan
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Carlson out for the season
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Spartan center Marion Thurmond’s

By Mike Osegueda
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The football season of Clint
Carlson came to an end Tuesday,
after X-rays taken Monday
showed a fracture in the senior
quarterback’s right thumb.
"It was
pretty devastating,"
said Carlson, who led
the Spartans to two
victories
since taking
the starting
job on Oct. Carlson
20.
a
"In
sense that this has been my
dream for a long time, it really
sucks that I had to go out like I
did. I wish we had won the game
and it was a better scenario. But
we lost the game, and I broke my
thumb."
The injury came in the first
quarter of Saturday’s game
against the University of
Hawai’i, a game San Jose State
University lost 34-10, on a play
where Carlson threw an interception.
"I went to go tackle the guy,
and I jacked my thumb up," Carlson said. "I knew after I did it
that I did something to it. I didn’t
know what I did to it though.
After the game, I couldn’t really
move it. The next day, it was
swollen and bruised."
Carlson stayed in the game
and went on to throw for 245

Volleyball team seeded third
in upcoming WAC Tournament
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AMAZING SALE
$150 $168 $191

(408) 616-7700
CENTURY
GRAPHICS
Printing IL Design

"I discovered
Century Graphics for
Custom Printed T-shirts. They’re
Screen
Fact. E.asy, and Affordable! All Their
155 ommercial S1 ,
Prices Include Screen Set-Ups and
CA 94086
.111111101. salesikgshirtsSunnyvale,
one Hour of Artwork! I loved my
con.
cons Twune c
Me_1408tV/
shirts so much, I told all my friends!"

$235

$215
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SJSU Event Center Rm
290 South 7th Street

1014
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Be an Angel.
Donate Eggs!

"When November hits, everybody gets tired," he said. "But you
realize that you got to where you
want to be, it’s just a matter of
maintaining it."
The conference tournament is
scheduled to run from Nov. 15 to
Nov. 18 at the Event Center.

It you are 21-30 years old,
healthy, bright & responsible.
Call Family Fertility Center
Al! nationalities needed
1-800-0-.1-6886
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PACKAGE
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We also carry the latest 12" Vinyl, Mix CDs, DJ Accessories & Equipment’
25.1115111 nalteantentat III
DJ Academy: (408) 209-3150
Store Phone: (408) 298-8299

’rr crazy about electronics
and want an opportunity to earn
gnrat money while playing with
the latest gear, look no further
than Good (.uys.
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player Monday at the

State in the Elite Eight, sometimes but his absent teammate, Carlton
backfires.
Baker, had more potential than any
"He’s been in so many big games that newcomer in the Western Athletic Conhe tries to do too much," he said.
ference, according to Athlon Sports’ colHaving coached at Iowa State before lege basketball magazine.
coming to SJSU, Barnes uses many of
Baker, who averaged more points for
the same plays he learned as an assis- Barton County (22.7) than all of the
tant for the Cyclones. Since Hawkins Spartan returnees combined, went
doesn’t need to adjust to a new system, back to his hometown of East Chicago,
Barnes said he should be able to make Ind., to take care of his 11-year-old sisan immediate impact once he becomes ta&
eligible in the Spartans’ ninth game
Barnes said he commends Baker for
Dec. 8 against the University of the bj actions and would consider redPacific in Stockton:
Shirting him if he decides to return to
SJSU was expecting to have the the team.
services of two talented 6-foot-7-inch
"He’s indicated that he would like to
players from Barton County Communi- come back, but as of right now, it’s not
ty College in Kansas to begin the sea- an option. If he leaves he would risk
son, but it only got one, Eric Washing- losing his house, and then his sister
ton.
would be without a home. If you or I
The 231-pound Washington increas- were in the same position, we’d do the
es the team’s depth at power forward, same thing."

yards on 22-for-44 passing.
They’re just as upset as I am."
DAILY STAFF REPOICI
In his short season, he had
Included in that sentiment is
totaled 1,053 passing yards and Arroyo.
The Spartan women’s volleysix touchdowns, seeing most of
"I felt bad for him," Arroyo ball team is scheduled to play its
his action during the past three said. "It’s a tough way to end a last Western Athletic Conference
weeks.
season."
home matches of the season this
Marcus Arroyo will step in as
Carlson said he could possibly week.
the starting quarterback Satur- return for the Spartans’ game
San Jose State University will
day, when the Spartans are against Stanford on Dec. 1, but look to avenge a five-game loss at
scheduled to face the University he said he is unsure.
home to the University of Hawaii,
of Nevada at Spartan Stadium.
He said he hopes that the year ranked No. 12 in the nation, on
Brennan Crooks, who hasn’t can become a red-shirt season, Thursday in Honolulu. The Rainplayed at all this season, and saw where a player is on the team but bow Wahine have already clinched
limited action a year ago, will be doesn’t lose a year of eligibility the top spot in next week’s WAC
the No. 2 quarterback.
because of medical reasons or not tournament, which is scheduled to
Arroyo was the starting quar- playing in at least three games.
be hosted by the Spartans.
terback to begin the year but lost
Carlson had already appealed
Head coach Craig Choate said
the job to Carlson after SJSU’s 0- to the National Collegiate Athlet- even if SJSU (19-5, 8-3 in the con5 start.
ic Association to give him anoth- ference) beat Hawaii, it would still
Arroyo, a junior, has thrown er year of eligibly, but he is have the third seed in the playoffs
for a total of 879 yards and four resubmitting his appeal to behind the University of Nevada.
touchdowns on the year. He had include this injury.
"We have to play really well to
a 9-8 record as a starter coming
If Carlson were granted his beat them at their home, but it
into this season, but that has appeal, it would be his sixth sea- won’t change anything," he said.
since fallen to 9-13.
son. He expects to know within a In their last WAC regular season
"I feel like I can step right in month or two after the season match, the Spartans are slated to
there," Arroyo said. "I think we’re ends.
play at Boise State on Saturday.
a pretty regimented team. I
"I went and talked to my The Broncos are 1-20 this season,
think we’re a senior-led team. coaches, and they’re going to be but Choate said his team must
Either way, our team is going to supportive of me getting my year finish strong.
react the same."
back next year," Carlson said.
The news hit the team Tuesday, and Arroyo took the snaps as
the starter during practice. Since
the Spartans don’t practice Mondays, Arroyo should get a full
week of preparation.
"Hopefully, they’ll be able to
Yout / Tcloc,
regroup," Carlson said. "They’re
S4’ d""f
going to play just as hard as they
5 Days Only! Nov. 6-10! 20 European Cities Available.
i
played before. I’ll be there to supMILAN
PARIS
LONDON
port them in whatever way that I
can.
"I’m really close to the guys on
my team, so they feel bad for me.
ATHENS
MADRID
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Davis defends decision to warn
of possible bridge attacks

Pizza my heart. . .

al (a Inc ()ally

Carrie Jensen
Paris Porter, left, gets a mouthful of pizza from Kartiki Chhatre during a team-building activity at Hoover Hall.

KEY:

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Gov. Gray Davis defended his
decision to warn last week of
potential rush-hour terrorist
attacks against four California
bridges, and said he has no intention of easing security on the
spans.
Even though the FBI said
Tuesday the information that led
Davis to issue the warnings was
not credible, the governor said he
was convinced he made the right
move in disclosing the possible
threats last Thursday.
"My No. I job is to keep Californians safe," Davis said at an economic conference in Los Angeles.
"I believe I took the correct steps."
State officials remained on
high alert, with California National Guard troops and highway
patrol officers continuing to patrol
the state’s major bridges Tuesday.
"Fm going to err on the side of
caution. I’m going to keep the
National Guard and the California Highway Patrol on those
bridges for the foreseeable future,"
Davis said.
"We will review the FBI’s
updated assessment. It’s not
uncommon for information to
change from one day to the next.
It may change again. We have
those bridges as secure as they
have ever been."
U.S. Treasury Secretary Norman Mineta, in Alameda on
Tuesday to promote the Sea Marshals program that is helping to
protect the nation’s ports, said
California’s bridges remain "vulnerable assets."
"Regardless of whether the

threat was bogus or not, they are
vulnerable, critical infrastructure to all of us," Mineta said.
"There’s no deadline on vulnerability:"
Two National Guard troops
and a Humvee vehicle were posted around-the-clock Tuesday at
each end of San Francisco’s Golden Gate and Bay bridges, the
Vincent Thomas Bridge at the
Port of Los Angeles and San
Diego’s Coronado Bridge.
"At this point, that’s what
we’re doing staying in place,"
said National Guard spokesman
Lt. Col. Charles "Terry" Knight.
The FBI said Tuesday in an
advisory to law enforcement
agencies that the threat to the
bridges was not credible.
National Guard specialists
Lissette Renderos and Tangerine
Gyi walked the Golden Gate
Bridge and monitored pedestrians Tuesday, just as they have
every day since Saturday. They
said they were happy to hear of
the FBI’s new advisory.
"People can start leading their
normal lives again without being
afraid," Renderos said. "I think
they’ll be happy to find out that
it’s not a big threat right now."
Davis announced last Thursday that federal officials had
"credible evidence" that terrorists might be targeting the four
California bridges during the following few days.
The governor was sharply
criticized for publicizing the
threat, which the FBI said was
uncorroborated and should have
not been released to the public.

The sixth, seventh and eighth floors were affected

continued from Page I
cott said, and she said she hopes
there won’t be any difficulties.
"It’s a matter of the students’
own safety," she said. "So we hope
there won’t have to be any problems during the process."
Some students said they aren’t
too worried about the situation
and said they don’t see any inconvenience.
Jennifer Alanson, an uncle-

dared freshman, said she didn’t
think students had to go out of
their way for a new key.
"It’s not like we have to walk a
mile for a new key" she said. "We
only have to go a few floors down.
If it’s for our own safety, then I’m
fine with it."
Pedro Rodriguez, a junior
majoring in social work, said he
thought it wasn’t a big deal.
"We leave the doors unlocked
anyway whenever we go some-

where," he said. "Otherwise, I
don’t really think we should
worry"
Eugene Turkou, a third year
computer science major, said he
was glad he doesn’t live on the
floors that need to have their locks
changed but said he doesn’t think
things are as bad as they sound.
"Considering there are all those
people up there, and maybe one
person might be victimized, I don’t
think it should be bad," he said.

Two men executed in Georgia,
New Mexico for child murders
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Two convicted child killers were
put to death by lethal injection
Tuesday night in Georgia and
New Mexico. It was the latter
state’s first execution in nearly 42
years.
Terry Clark, 45, never denied
killing 9-year-old Dena Lynn Gore,
who was raped and shot to death
in July 1986 on the New Mexico
ranch where he worked, but never
offered an explanation for it.
Against the wishes of his
lawyers, who argued he was mentally ill, Clark decided to drop any
appeals last March and asked a
judge to go ahead with his execution.
Dena Lynn’s body was buried in
a shallow grave on a ranch north
of the southeastern oil town of
Artesia, from which she disappeared during a bike ride to a convenience store.
At the time of his arrest, Clark
was out on bond pending appeal of
his rape conviction of 6-year-old
Donita Welch.
"Terry Clark left me for dead
when I was 6 years old," said a
tearful Welch, now 23. She said

Do your
parents ask you
what’s going on at
school?

she came to see Clark die "to make
sure he got something taken away
from him that he will never get
back. He took it from me and Dena
... and now he’ll never get it back."
After his arrest in 1986, Clark
followed his lawyers’ advice and
pleaded guilty in hopes that thenGov. Toney Maya would commute
his pending death sentence.
Maya, an opponent of capital punishment, had just emptied death
row, commuting all five inmates’
sentences to life imprisonment.
But Maya’s term ran out before
Clark was sentenced.
In August, District Judge David
Bonem found Clark competent to
decide on his execution and set the
date for Tuesday.
Earlier Tuesday, the U.S.
Supreme Court denied a challenge
from lawyers that questioned
Clark’s state of mind and competence to accept his death sentence.
"Fifteen years of being at trials
and court hearings I’m not
going to miss the day to say, ’Jus-

FREE PARKIN

Saturday, November
Buy them a subscrIplion to the Simian Daily.

S25.00 through May 2002 or
520.00 for lust the Spring 2002
semester.
Send subscription requests to:
The Spartan Daily
San lose State University
One Washington Square
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Or call the Spartan Business
Office at 408-924-3283.

Baja Mexico

Students 5400
Non -Students 5475

November 20-25, 2001
Passport Required

Organizational Meeting November 7th
5prn, Montalvo Room, Student**
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SPARTAN
FOOTBALL
3:30pm g SPARTAN STADIUM

Show your Tower Card
at the 10th Street parking lots next to the
Stadium starting at
11:30am the day of the
game to get FREE
parking!!
You must show your
Tower Card to park
and enter the game!!

VS. NEVADA

Sunday, November 11
SPARTAN BASKETBALL
Exhibition I@ 5:00pm vs. Korabel at the
Event Center

Online sign ups: as.sisu.edu
For details call Matt: 924 0217
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The best place to tell the SJSU campus community
about employment opportunities within your company

Adexperts

Come Join
our team!

Positions Available:
looking for
enthusiastic people.
We are hiring waiters
and waitresses.
We are

graphic designer
copy writer
account executive

,f

Please call and set an appointment
for an interview. Call Mary Jane
at 999-555-8888 ext. 1234.

Adexpert
444 South Main St.
San Jose, CA 32541
Adexpert@creativeheads.com

SPARTAN FOOTBALL
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Thanksgiving

Sea Kayaking

Sack the Pack!!
FREE STUDENT
TICKETS
Show your Tower Card
at the Event Center or
Athletic Ticket Office to
receive your ticket!!
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tice for Dena," said Patti Jo
Grisham, a longtime friend of
Dena Lynn’s mother, Colleen Gore.
Grisham was among about two
dozen people who traveled from
Artesia to support the Gore family
outside the Corrections Department gates Tuesday night. The girl’s
parents, Jeff and Colleen Gore, who
are divorced, declined to speak to
the media after the execution.
The last execution in New Mexico was on Jan. 8, 1960, when
David Nelson became the only person to die in the state’s gas chamber.
In Georgia, Jose Martinez
High was put to death Tuesday
night for killing an 11-year-old
boy during a 1976 gas station robbery.
The boy and his stepfather,
who ran the gas station, were
forced to lie on the ground and
each was shot in the head. The
stepfather survived and later
identified High as the gunman.
He was convicted in 1978.
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Julia’s (
Paradise
l,mokit) For
Elvis impersonators
needed to conduct
weddings!
Call Mike at
408-Fun-Love

We are looking for fitness trainers
and aerobic instructors. We have
a fun and energetic team and we
want you to join us!

t
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Julia’s Paradise
123 Paradise St.
San Jose, CA 95555

Caine ad lois the fun!
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Please contact Richard
for information.
408-333-1111

For Into call Kor at
408.4442222

Mike’s House of
Drunken Love
"
Wedding Chapel

These ads are ficticious and these companies do not exist.

Job Board runs on Monday and Tuesday
$6 Per Column Inch
Employment ads only.
Contact the Spartan Daily Advertising Staff
at 408-924-3270 for more info.

Spartan Daily Advertising
Dwight Bente! hail
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-9149
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FBI says West Coast bridge threats are not credible
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The
FBI concluded Tuesday that the
raw intelligence behind last
week’s warning that terrorists
might attack West Coast bridges
was not credible.
Nonetheless, the FBI wants law
enforcement to remain on high
alert and guard against possible
terrorist activities in the United
States and abroad, officials said.
Meanwhile, the assault on terrorists’ money sources also made
progress as U.S. and foreign officials zeroed in on a handful of suspected financiers of terrorist
activities, officials said.
President Bush planned to
announce Wednesday the freezing
of additional assets and some
important law enforcement activities on that front, the officials

said, declining to be more specific.
The FBI received uncorroborated intelligence last week suggesting terrorists might strike
suspension bridges on the West
Coast between last Friday and
Wednesday and issued a private
warning to law enforcement in
eight states. The warning also
went to many companies in the
region through the FBI’s Infragard network that alerts industry
to threats.
California Gov. Gray Davis
then took the information public
the next day, suggesting federal
officials had "credible evidence of
a possible terror attack on four
bridges in his state.
National Guard troops took up
positions on the bridges, and
transportation officials beefed up

FAX: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General

four dead and sickened 13 more
Americans.
FBI counterterrorism official
James Caruso told a Senate Judiciary subcommittee hearing federal law enforcement officials still
don’t know the number of U.S.
labs that handle anthrax or other
biological agents.
In Nevada, a federal judge on
Tuesday ordered a U.S. Consulate
employee from Saudi Arabia sent to
New Jersey to face charges he
accepted bribes to grant visas to foreigners entering the United States.
Assistant
U.S.
Attorney
Howard Zlotnick told U.S. Magistrate Robert Johnston that the
FBI has tape-recorded and videotaped evidence that the consulate
employee,
Abdulla
Noman,
arranged the sale of visas to peo-

ple entering the United States
from Saudi Arabia.
He said the Yemeni citizen needed to be held until authorities learn
more about how several Saudi citizens involved in the Sept. 11
hijackings obtained their visas.
’He was the go-to man for people getting false visas in Saudi
Arabia," Zlotnick said. "It’s no
secret that the individuals on
Sept. 11th came from Saudi Arabia with visas. The nature of that
crime clearly poses a risk to the
community until the FBI investigates who he provided visas to.’
Noman was arrested in Las
Vegas. Five of the hijackers,
including all four suspected pilots
of the planes that were commandeered, visited Las Vegas at various times between May and

CLASSIFIE13

For Part -Time and
Full -Time Positions, call
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983
Office jobs in local companies
Students/grads/career change
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
Phone: (650) 320-9698
Fax: (650) 320-9688
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com

FOOD SERVICE, Espresso Bar,
Host, PT avail. Lunch or dinners.
Busy restaurant in S’vale. $10.00CALL CENTER ASST MANAGER $10.25 to start. Call Wendy It
& TRAINER needed immediately. 733-9331 or 733-9446.
Must be self -motivated and
energetic! Comp knowledge a +. ATTN: NURSING, HEALTH SCI.,
Fax resume to 408-494-0209
& SOCIAL WORK STUDENTS.
Planned Parenthood Mar Monte
CUSTOMER SERVICE SALES is seeking Medical Assistants &
Immediate positions available in Prenatal Coordinator. Be Part of
busy year-round Swim school. of a committed team of profesAM/PM/Weekday/Saturday sionals in providing exciting, new
positions available. Must have leading edge services in strong
strong computer skills and community based clinics. PT/FT.
excellent telephone personality. Apply: 1691 The Alameda. Si,
Complimentary athletic mem- 95126. Fax: 408-971-6935, Email:
bership included. Apply at AVAC sanjosehr@ppmarmonte.org.
Swim School 5400 Camden Web: wisiw.ppmarmonte.org.
Ave. SJ 95124 408-445-4918
Now interviewing!!! Call today!!! UCENSED NUTRITIONIST
Lead nutrition conditioning class
$35-$85/HR! Wear costume 01 in San Jose. Monday-Frday. Per
events 4 kis. S Bay r- SF FUN! Must Diem/No benefits, 6 hrs/week.
haw car, be avai winds. No exp
Call Peter 408-295-0228.
req’d. Will train Call 831-457-8166. Resume: 730 Empey Way, San
Jose 95128 or fax 408-295-2957.
BASKETBALL COACHES
needed at Sacred Heart School GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
in Saratoga. Pay is $500-$600 help needed for small exclusive
per team for season. Must have shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
knowledge of & experience
Must be reliable, honest, able to
with sport. Contact Sandy
do physical work. Prefer exp
408-867-6221 ext. 142.
working w/ dogs, but will train.
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
OFFICE ASST
1-5pm $9/hr FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Answer phones, data entry
Call 371-9115.
Balloon co. Fun atmosphere
Call Jana lit 408-866-8206
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
MAKE $1000+/MONTH
of enthusiastic and energetic
Around Your Schedule!
individuals to work at nearby
Start Your Own Business with malls, hotels & private events.
A Multi -Billion $$ Telecom Co. FT/PT available. We will work
FREE Seminar -7pm, Thursday around your busy school
Wellesley House, 5405 Stevens schedule. Must have clean
Creek Blvd., Santa Clara.
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
PRESENT THIS AD AT DOOR. money. Call 867-7275.
CATERING - Want to work at
some of the most tun & exciting
patties in the Bay Area? Catered
Too Is now hiring friendly and
professional individuals to join
our catering team. Earn money
& have fun at the same time.
Starting pay varies with experience. Flexible hours. Please
contact Alia at 295-6819.

security from the Golden Gate
Bridge in San Francisco to the
Holland Tunnel in New York.
But agents who looked further
into the raw intelligence found no
evidence to corroborate the
threat, officials said. They issued
an updated message to police
nationwide on Tuesday.
Davis defended his actions.
"My No. 1 job is to keep Californians safe," he said Tuesday. "I
believe I took the correct steps."
State officials remained on
high
alert,
with
California
National Guard troops and highway patrol officers continuing to
patrol the state’s major bridges.
Meanwhile, a top FBI official
acknowledged agents still have
few clues in the investigation into
anthrax attacks that have left

BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work w/
children w/ autism. Competitive
pay. Flex hours. Psy, Ed, OT, Sp
Ed, Child Dev & related fields.
Anjlee 408-945-2336, mention ad

_
TELEMARKETING parVfull-time SGET PAID For Your Opinions!$ WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
AND
Newspaper subscriptions Near Earn $15-$125 & more per surveyi
www money4oponions com
LOVE CHILDREN?
SJSU. Hourty+Commission Call
TOP PAY -Immediate temp/perm
408-494-0200 9am-9pm. Assist.
positions PT & FT as Teachers
Management position also avail.
EMPLOYMENT
at ECE & After School Programs
TAKE A SEMESTER OFF!
(408) 287-3222.
Education/Schools
SKI for FREE!
CHILDCARE DIRECTOR for
Come Work at
ASPEN SKIING COMPANY
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS, quality recreation program servwww.jobswithaltitude.com
ASST. DIRECTORS, AIDES ing 2-12 year olds. Must enjoy
1-800-525-6200
Thinking about a career working leading art, games and group
with children or teens? The activities. Flexible hours, days,
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is eves & weekends. FT. Team
HOPE Rehabilitation Services, hiring Center Directors, Asst. environment. Benefits available.
a non-profit agency which offers Directors, Teachers and Aides. Child Dev. units required. Email
a variety of quality services for Programs located thoughout kidspark@kidspark.com or FAX
adults who have developmental San Jose, Cupertino, Santa resume to 408-260-7366, or call
disabilities has part and full time Clara, Los Gatos, Saratoga, 408-260-7929 for an interview.
opportunities. EOE/AA Campbell, Evergreen, Milpitas, KidsPark, Inc.
erneXpeannion: Assist clients Berryessa, Morgan Hill, Gilroy &
with daily living skills, such Boulder Creek. Full & Part-time TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS.
as grocery shopping. PT, positions available - flexible P/T Instructors Elem, Schools.
$10/hour. Must have own hours around school Fun staff Degree/Credential NOT Required.
transportation. Roommate: teams, great experience work- Opportunity for leaching exp.
Free rent in exchange for 5 ing with children, career Need Car. VM: (408) 287-4170
overnights, 10 hours/week advancement, excellent FT/PT ext. 408. EOEJAAE
training with client.
benefits& training opportunities.
Call LYNNE: (408) 282-0415. For more information & locations: TEACHERS. TEACHER’S AIDES,
SUBS AND
Instructor: Implement day
Visit our WEB page at:
RECREATION LEADERS
activity program in team
vAvw.scvymca.org
environment, assist clients in Fax resume to: 408-351-6477 Enjoy working with kids? Join
job training. FT. $1785/month Email: YMCAjob@scvymca.org the learn at Small World
Schools, get great experience
& excellent benefits. 1:1 Aide:
WORKING WITH CHILDREN
PRESCHOOL TEACHERS
Supervise clients with special
AGES
5-12 years in our before
needs in day program. 8am- Great Pay. Excellent Benefits.
and after school rec. programs.
1:30pm or 9:30am-3pm. M -F.
Flexible Work Schedule.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
408-225-7700
$10/hr. Substitute: Day activity
otters competitve pay, health
program. PT. $10/hour.
www.tempcare corn
benefits for 30 + hrs, excellent
Call CATHY (408) 282-0459.
training, and a fun work environHEAD TEACHERS
Job Coach: Provide job
ment. We can often offer flexible
TEACHERS / AIDES
training for clients at work site
hours around your school
I/T/P
&
SCHOOL
-AGE
in community. Clean DMV, CA
schedule. This is a great job
For a High -Quality,
drivers’ lic., own transportation.
for both men and women
Organization.
Non-Profit
$1995/mo & excellent benefits.
We want YOU -an enthusiastic, Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or
Call: Valerie (408) 748-2890.
Please visit our website at www. energetic individual to complete fax resume to 408-283-9201.
Part-time employee needed
hopedirectorglemployment. html. our team’
Come play, learn & earn $$$ with or wIthoulunfts in ecE, art,
All majors welcome.
while you attend morning or recreation, music, dance, phys ed,
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR
evening classes! Palo Alto human services, social welfare,
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT Community Child Care, voted nursing, psychology, sociology
Located in San Jose, we are a "Best Child Care in Palo Alto" home economics, or elementary
growing community based
operates 18 programs in Palo education.
nonprofit established in 1973. Alto, Accredited Programs.
As a multi service agency, our PT or FT, or create your own
EMPLOYMENT
diverse services include
schedule of hours and days as a
language & culturally-proficient Substitute at our 18 centers.
Recreation/Swim
etc.
mental health services, senior
12+ ECE req. BA,BS in relat
ed field OK in lieu of ECE for
services, youth services,
KIDS...WATER...FUN
a primary care health clinic
school -age teachers. $11+/hr.,
depending on exp., plus full Now hiring leachers for yearand a domestic violence
prevention/education program. benefits at 20 hours/week: round swim program i n our
We are hiring for the following Medical, Acupuncture/Chiro., state-of-the-art indoor facility.
FT/PT positions:
Dental, Vision, Ins. (employer- Experience a plus or we will
Mental Health Counselors:
paid) 11 Holidays 10 days of train you. AM / PM / Weekday/
Provide direct mental health
Vac; 15 days 3rd & 4th yrs: 20 Saturday positions available.
Complimentary athletic memrehabilitiation services to
days at 5+yrs. 12 days Sick
agency’s clients.
Tuition Reimb. Retirement Plan bership included. Apply at AVAC
Requirements: BA/MA in
Monthly Staff Training. Special Swim School 5400 Camden
behavioral sciences or related Rate for Employee Child Care. Ave Si 95124. 408-445-4917
field, fluent in vietnamese
Call (650) 493-2361 for appli- Now interviewing!!! Call today!!!
a plus.
cation information or fax resume
Youth Counselors:
to (650) 493-0936. Visit us at HEAD LIFEGUARD Fr with
benefits. Supervise year round
Provide counseling assistance www.paccc.corn. EOE.
aquatic staff, in large facility.
to youths. Requirements:
BA/BS is behavioral sciences ACTION DAY NURSERIES / Duties include, but are not limited
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant, to supervision, training, risk
or equivalent experience
Family Advocates Domestic Toddler & Preschool Teachers mgmt & member relationships.
& Aides F/T & PIT positions Resumes open until position filled.
Violence Program:
Provide counseling and
available. Substitute positions Previous lifeguard experience a
are also available that offer must. Applicant must be over 21.
guidance at emergency
flexible hours. ECE units are Send resumes to: Central YMCA
shelter for battered women.
required for Teacher positions 1717 The Alameda, San Jose, CA
Requirements: BA/BS in
but not req. for Aide positions. 95126. Call 408-351-6326 for info.
behavioral sciences or
Excellent opportunity for Child
equivalent experience.
Volunteers Always Needed! Development majors. Please EASTER SEALS BAY AREA
call Cathy for an interview at seeks Activitiy Aides, PT with
Send resumes to:
408-244-1968 or fax resume to benefits to work w/ children ages
AACI
13 - 22 with developmental
408-248-7350.
Human Resources
disabilities in San Jose, Monday.
2400 Moorpark Ave. 4300
Friday, $9.78/hr. Call Ron
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
San Jose, CA 95128
Special Ed & Regular Class, Halog, 408-295-0228. Resume:
Fax (408) 975-2745
Email roland acupidottaaci.org $10.86-$15.43/hr. Saratoga Sch. 730 Empey Way, San Jose
Dist Call 867-3424 x504 for info 95128 or fax 408-295-2957.
& application Immediate Need

GIRLS PfT AFTER-SCHOOL
COUNSELORS positions 10-15
hours/week, $10/hour. Cover
letter and resume to Dept. MD,
Fax: 408-287-8025. Email:
TEACH DRIVING - Good Pay, personnel Ogirlscoutsofscc.org.
Fun Job. Work when you want. See: LwAv.gidscoutsofscc.org for
Car & training provided Must be details & other positions. AA/EOE.
over 21 & HS grad 408-971-7557
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
BICYCLE MESSENGERS
lmmed openings, full or part
Looking for your not so traditional
time. Will train, must be 21.
bike messengers. You don’t $12.00/hr to start. 768-0566.
need experience we’ll train you.
RECEPTIONIST, flexible
You will need a bike, lock,
scheduling. 768-0566.
helmet & common sense. All
welcome to appy for this fun,
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
flexible, outdoors job. Apply in
Up to $600/month
person at Inner City Express
Become a Sperm Donor
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose Healthy males, 19-40 years old
Cross street is N. First.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
FAST CASH! FUN FOOD SVC 1-650-324-1900, M -F, 8-4:30
JOBS! $11-$15/hr. Experience
pref. Call now 408-292-6579.
SANDWICH / SALAD MAKER
PT nights. Busy restaurant in
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS S’vale. $8.75 to start Call Wendy
Part-time work available with
B 733-9331 or 733-9446.
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 17.25 BASE - appt.
Earn $85 - $500 per week
Gain valuable experience in
customer service & sales
Print your ad here. Line
No experience necessary
Extensive training provided
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
Call 615-1500
10am -4pm
wLwi.worktorstudents.convsisu

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Piety rental business. Perfect
for Students! Earn $250 eve
weekend! Must have reliable
truck or van. Heavy lifting is
required 408-292-7876.

1
5
EMPLOYMENT
10
14
Childcare/Nannies
15
16
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT FT 17
Established Los Gatos agency 18
seeks warm, caring students
19
for part and full time
20
nanny positions.
22
We list only the best jobs!
24
Hours flexible around school
25
from 15 hrs/wk to full time.
$15-$18/HR
26
STANFORD PARK NANNIES 29
408-395-3043
33
Lwiw.spnannies corn
34
36
NANNY JOBS
37
Part-time mornings/afternoons. 38
$15- $20/hour.
.2-3 full days per week.
39
$300’ $600/week.
40
Pull -time up to $3500/month.
South Bay, Penirsula, & East Bay. 41
NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
42
Call Town & Country Resources 44
1-888-772-3999
47
WWW.TANDCR.COM
48

FOR NA I IONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Certain advertisements In
those columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add
Information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all limn
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise

49
50
53
58
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Address
Crty & State

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FBEauENCY OINOIROS:
20 consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 consecutive issues receive 25% off

Zio core

Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
_Shared Housing
_Real Estate
_Services
__Health/Beauty
_Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
.__Tutoring
_Word Processing

Phone
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
IN Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
and S..ISU students, staff & faculty
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid III No refunds on canceled ads
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
charge of $3 per word
MI QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount tor other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED
*Lost E. Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

59
61
82
83
84
85
66

ACROSS
Desk accessory
Inlet
Chess piece
Centurion’s road
Keen
Thor’s father
Deep sleep
Smudged
Tree trunk
Lumber feature
Racetrack
Paving material
Exchanges
VOWS
Aviator Earhart
Of the past
Less strict
Chilly
By means of
Fortune
Hammers and
Saws
Dog tags. e.g
Gold, in
Guadalajara
Bowl cheers
Feudal lord
Lynx, for one
Holiday glitter
Gets the gold
medal
Lb. or tsp.
Some animals
Catch some
rays
Coffee-break
treat
- Mountains of
Missouri
Oddball
M.P.’s quarry
Computer
device
She. on the
Riviera
Wanders idly
Type of eclipse

SHARED HOUSING
ROOMMATE NEEDED!
2I30/Saratoga, 2bdrm/2bath.
wash/dry, parking, clean, patio,
$950 all util incl. except phone.
408-244-9230
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
3 Female and 1 Male Spaces
Now Available
Fun & Friendly environment
5 minute walk to campus
Well-equipped kitchen
Computer and Study rooms
2 pianos & game rooms
Laundry facilities
Parking
For American and International
Students Call 924-6570 or stop by
for a tour. 360S. 11th St. between
San Salvador & San Carlos,

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Theses. Term Papers.
Group Projects, etc.
All formats, including APA.
Experienced. Dependable.
Quick Return. Call Linda
(408) 264-4504.

SERVICES
EDITOR/ TUTOR: proofreading,
rewriting, help with writing and
organizing. Tutoring in English,
literature, writing, reading, &
math through beginning algebra.
www.tutoringandediting.com
925-399-5098
New Smile Choice Dental Plan
(includes cosmetic) $69 00 per
year. Save 30% - 60%. Fix irski
call 1-800-655-3225 or
www.studentdental.com or
www goldenwestdental.c,om
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DOWN
Beat
Like - of bricks
Note
Chitchat
Felt hat
Lock up
Monster
On Soc Sec
Flashlight
batteries
Healthy
Smell
Lubncates
Trouser part
"Aquarius"
musical
Unusual
Sweater fabrics
Let
A Polynesian
Praise
Wall climbers

31
32
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35
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42
43
45
46
47
50
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52
53
54
55
56
57
60

Gnat’s cousin
Studio support
Applies paint
"- Baby Baby’
Ronstadt song
Lintels
An arm or a leg
Some conduits
Lives
Spain’s El ’Exxon
Valdez," e.g.
Crow
Des Moines’
locale
Walk heavily
Novelist Bellow
Bear
constellation
Type of call
Pit
- out made
ends meet
San Diego’s is
famous

15

15

Please check
/
one classification:

horns
Five
Days
$13

408-924-3277

Daily Crossword

SWIM INSTRUCTORS
& LIFEGUARDS
No experience nec Will train.
Flexible hours. Fun environment.
Central YMCA 351-6323

is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Four
Day
Days
Days
Days
$9
$11
3 lines
$7
$5

PHN:

NOW HIRING RECREATION
RENTAL HOUSING
Leaders, $9 -$12/hr, flex hours,
weekdays. Work with children in LARGE 2 BDRM / 1 BATH APT
the Los Gatos - Saratoga area 2 blocks from SJSU $1275/mo
Contact Laurie Boswell B 408- Newly Remodeled. Parking.
354-8700 x 224
Laundry. 643 So 8th St
408-378-1409
SWIM INSTRUCTORS
& UFEGUARDS
19205 CLASSIC 1BR/1BA for
No experience nec Will train clean, quiet, sober financially
Flexible hours. Fun environment responsible. 1 parking. Yard.
Central YMCA 351-6323
Hardwood floors. 551-553 So 6th
$1000 & up. Peter 408-746-1900
RECREATION LEADER, City of
San Jose, $12.05 hr. starting SPOTLESS 2 BDRM 1 BA APT
Rewarding job for someone who Parking, laundry, 2 blocks south of
enjoys working with youth. Here’s SJSU $1300/mo 408-559-1356.
your opportunity to make a difference in a child’s life. seeking SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
candidates Wleadership, organi- Live in luxury 8, walk to school!
zation & problem solving skills to We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full
implement exciting alter school gym. on -site management, all
programs Hours: M-F afternoons appliances included, central A/C
and Sat. mornings. Candidates
Stop by today for a tour.
must have a high school diploma Open Monday thru Saturday
or equiv. & pass a background
THE COLONNADE
check before starting their work 201 So 4th St. 408-279-3639
assignment. For more information contact the Hiring Unit it
HEALTH / BEAUTY
979-7826 or download It
http://jobs.cityofsjurg.
WANTED 29 PEOPLE TO get
$$PAID$$ to lose up to 30 lbs
SUBSTITUTE
in the next 30 days Natural
RECREATION LEADERS
Join the SMALL WORLD Guaranteed Call 408-297-5390
SCHOOLS team as a Substitute
Teacher/ Rec Leader & enjoy the PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
flexibility you need Small World Call Birthright, 408-241-8444 or
Schools is looking for students 800-550-4900 Free/Confidential.
wanting to work with children in
our before and after school care
INSURANCE
programs. As a substitute you
can choose which days you’re LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
available for work. The only
Lowest Down Payment
requirement is your desire
Easy Payment Plan
to work with children ages
Good Student Discount
5 through 12 years in a fun International Driver Welcomed
recreption type almosphere.
No Driveriaeluse0
Call 408-283-9200 %ay for an
Call for Free Quotes
interview,or fax your resume
408-272-0312
to 408-283-9201.
pnninsur@aol.com
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
SWIM INSTRUCTORS II LIFEGUARDS needed in San Jose
for Easter Seals Bay Area,
Monday-Friday, FT/benefits &
PT/benefits. Call Peter or Jacob
295-0228. Resume: 730 Empey
Way, San Jose 95128 or fax
408-295-2957.

JUUJULIULIEJEJUILIQUULIQUQL/LILIQULICIULILILI
JLIULICILIJUJUULIDUULIL/JUJJJLJULIUQUULli

ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Student Friendly Training
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
Call Now 408- 247- 4827

August this year. Three of the
hijacker leaders, Mohamed Atta,
Hani Hanjour and Nawaf Alhazmi, were in Las Vegas on the same
day in August.
A lawyer representing Noman
told Johnston that Noman was
beaten in his cell Monday while in
custody of the U.S. Marshal’s Service in Las Vegas.
’He was beaten because he was
an Arab,’ said Shari Kaufman, an
assistant federal public defender in
Las Vegas. She pointed to cuts and
bruises on Nornan’s face and said
he was beaten by another inmate.
Kaufman said Noman was a
trusted U.S. Consulate employee
in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia who has
been wrongly accused and held
because of anti-Arab fear in the
aftermath of the Sept. 11 attacks.
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Drivers wanted:

*TREK BICYCLES*LUNCH*FREE MOVIE*

*GAMES* CERTIFIED PRE -OWNED VOLKSWAGENS*

*NEW VOLKSWAGENS* ROCK CLIMBING WALL*
Thursday, November 8* Student Union Area: lla.m.-3 p.m.* Movie (Shrek): 7:00 p.m.

